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Smart Healthcare Toolkit
KEEPS YOU ON THE CUTTING-EDGE
We created the Smart Healthcare Toolkit to help you get the most out of your health benefits.
The Toolkit includes a mix of forward-thinking programs and high-touch tools that have been
carefully selected by WEA Trust to help keep your employees healthy, while containing costs.
All WEA Trust fully-insured and jointly self-funded health plan customers have access to our
Smart Healthcare Toolkit at no additional cost.

Amwell E-visits
SAVES TIME AND MONEY
Amwell is WEA Trust’s telehealth solution for
the minor acute care issues that often drive
members to costly urgent or emergent care.
With Amwell, your employees can see a doctor
in less than 10 minutes using the video on their
smartphone, tablet or computer.
Doctors on Amwell can quickly treat cold, flu,
rashes, infections and more—helping your staff
feel better, faster.
Amwell is one of WEA Trust’s most popular
health care tools because members love its
convenience. Amwell is available 24/7 from
wherever there is internet access. That means
your staff can talk to a doctor on their lunch
break or from their bed in the middle of the
night.

“My first experience with Amwell was on a
Sunday night for a sinus infection. I was able
to call from home, versus loading up my two
children to head in to urgent care. The doctor

Amwell is not only convenient; it saves you

was great to work with and made sure all of my

money. On average, each Amwell e-visit saves

questions were answered.”

around $180.
And after you become a WEA Trust customer, we
will provide promotional resources to help get
your employees signed up and using Amwell.
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Laura Karlen
Counselor, West De Pere Middle School

Livongo for Diabetes
REMOVES BARRIERS TO GET RESULTS
Diabetes is consistently one of the top cost drivers for group medical
plans across the country. Wisconsin alone spends $6.5 billion annually
on diabetes-related care and workplace productivity costs. That’s why
WEA Trust established a preferred partnership with Livongo Health,
offering their industry-leading program at no additional cost to members
diagnosed with diabetes.

STEP 1 - SMART TRACKING
Livongo removes the financial and physical barrier to consistent tracking.
Your employees who participate in Livongo will receive an interactive
cellular glucose meter and unlimited test strips and lancets—all for free.

STEP 2 - SUPPORTED IMPROVEMENT

Active Livongo participants

Livongo’s smart meter provides instant feedback on blood glucose (BG)
levels. When members have questions or their BG levels are out of range,
Certified Diabetes Educators are available 24/7 for support.

decrease their HbA1c
over time–which can drive
between 2.5x - 5.5x ROI.

Harmony Care Management
LEADS INDUSTRY IN IDENTIFYING VALUE
Harmony is WEA Trust’s innovative care

Every WEA Trust member has a dedicated

management and shared decision-making

Harmony nurse who will serve as their

program that puts our members first.

“quarterback,” guiding them through complex

Our interactive, evidenced-based approach

healthcare decisions or chronic medical

won the 2015 Doyle Award and reduced costs

conditions.

by $12 million. So what sets us apart?

For example, your employee’s Harmony
nurse can help them transition home from

2015
DOYLE
AWARD

an inpatient hospital stay or find the best
treatment for persistent low back pain.
When one of your employees needs help,
they can count on having a single point of
contact assist them. And you can count on
your employees getting the care that’s most
appropriate and cost-effective.
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Healthy Choice Incentives
ENGAGES MEMBERS IN HEALTHCARE CONSUMERISM

WEA Trust offers a statewide provider
network that is consistently reviewed to
ensure participation by only high quality

Steering toward provider

providers. Our network also includes provider
options that are Trust-verified to be exceptional
in terms of value and quality.
When your employees use these providers, they’ll
receive a VISA Incentive Card as a thank you for making

value, such as bundled
payments on orthopedic
procedures and 90-day

smart choices.

care warrantees.

These include providers like Smart Choice MRI and the
Orthopedic Sports Institute of the Fox Valley.

SMART CHOICE MRI
The average MRI in Wisconsin costs about $3,000. Conversely, Smart Choice MRI offers advanced
imaging for a fraction of the cost—without sacrificing quality. Scans are created by the leading GE
MRI technology and are interpreted by board-certified radiologists at the Cleveland Clinic.

▸▸ Members receive a $100 VISA Incentive Card
ORTHOPEDIC SPORTS INSTITUTE OF THE FOX VALLEY (OSI)
OSI offers bundled pricing on more than 45 orthopedic procedures, such as the consultations,
surgery and therapy needed for a knee replacement. With some of the lowest infection and
re-admission rates in Wisconsin, OSI offers a 90-day warrantee for all procedures.

▸▸ Members receive a $250 VISA Incentive Card
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